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Having a clearly worded, well-communicated, and regularly updated 
travel and expense policy is the first step to ensuring compliance. 


However, even with the most airtight policies, compliance concerns 
inevitably arise. Some employees intentionally flout the rules, while 
others aren’t aware of them or simply make mistakes when submitting 

expenses. 


These problems are exacerbated by the fact that most companies don’t 
have the time or resources to review every expense prior to 
reimbursement. It’s often left up to managers to approve or reject each 
expense report, and more often than not, they’ll approve an expense 

report just to get it off their desks. To combat this, many organizations rely 
on post-payment partial audits. Even with this process, a significant 
portion of expenses (sometimes as high as 90%, according to our data) go 
unexamined. Even if an out-of-policy expense is found, it’s often too late 
to claw back that spend.


With artificial intelligence (AI), you can proactively enforce your 
company’s T&E policy and still catch all instances of errors, waste, and 
fraud. Here are a few out-of-policy items that AI can look out for. 



AI notifies you if any receipt on an expense report goes over a set limit, so 
you can double-check exorbitant expense reports. And because the 
definition of “exorbitant” varies by spend category (for example, a $1,000 
dinner might raise eyebrows, while a $1,000 flight might be necessary), 
you can set thresholds by category. Spend categories can be specified 

further by amount and merchant, for example, requiring receipts only for 
airfare purchases over $500 from the approved corporate travel agency . 
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Daily limits for meals and other travel expenses are standard parts of 
nearly every corporate spend policy. AI can flag reports where meal costs 
exceed those set limits. You can also specify if you want the software to 
flag all over-the-limit spend, or only certain levels — for example, if an 
employee goes over the meal limit by a dollar or two, most finance teams 

would prefer to auto-approve that expense. 

Many companies prefer or mandate that employees only use corporate 
cards for business expenses. In this case, AI scans all receipts to find and 
flag any personal card usage. 

AI automatically makes sure that everything on an expense report — e.g., 
amounts, dates, merchants, currency — aligns with the receipts your 
employees turn in. This type of double-checking seems obvious, and is 
easy for AI to do, but takes up way too much time for finance teams to do 
manually.

O v e r - t h e - l i m i t e x p e n s e s

M i s m atc h e d  r e c e i p t s

U n s a n c t i o n e d  c r e d i t c a r d  u s e

V i o l at i o n s  o f p e r  d i e m  l i m i t s

Six ways AI can enforce 
your T&E policy 
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Odds are your spend policy doesn’t look kindly upon employees expensing 
visits to strip clubs or spas. However, you’d be surprised at how often 
people get away with this. AI can flag any, ahem, questionable business 
receipts for further review. Artificial intelligence can even suss out the DBA 
names commonly used by strip clubs on receipts — for example, AI knows 

that “K-Kel, Inc.” isn’t the name of a restaurant, but the DBA name for the 
strip club Spearmint Rhino. 


Exceptions for certain purchases can be configured by department or job 
title as well – for example, you can set smartphone purchases to be flagged 
for all employees except those with the title VP or above. 


O u t - o f - p o l i c y m e r c h a n t s  
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WIth AI, you can audit 100% of your T&E spend prior to payment and still 
detect which expenses don’t comply with your policy. Low-risk spend is 
automatically approved for payment (speeding up reimbursement time 
for your employees), while reports with red flags are passed on to your 
team for further review.  

Conclusion

AI can automatically flag if two employees submit the same expense twice 
(for example, for a meal or car rental) so that your company doesn’t wind up 
paying double. The same goes for a single employee submitting the same 
expense twice (whether it’s a mistake or an attempt to game the system). 
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